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PRESIDENT’S PATTER
Hello everybody and welcome to the (Summer) 2009 edition of the
SWOA newsletter. What a summer we have had so far in East
Anglia. Sometimes we have had sun for 3 days in a row with no rain.
Long may it continue?
I trust everyone is now afloat and all the backaches are gone after
laying between the keels and scraping of all the old antifouling.
What a pleasure it is to see the new coat going on and realising the
job is nearly done. I also hope you have had some good sailing so far,
because hopefully the best is yet to come.
As I write this our preparations are well under way for the Annual
Bembridge rally. Well except that my new company car has a
maximum permissible towing weight of 1300kg. The last time I had
the boat and trailer on the weigh bridge empty, it weighed 1315kg.
Trying to reduce the weight by a further 15kg has been somewhat
of a task but we got there in the end. I started to think about
buying a MK1 as they are lighter than the MK2 boats. “Flip the
Swych” now looks more like what they used to term as a “Sail Away
version” by the yacht builders, when buyers could not afford a fully
fitted out boat. I will have to rebuild it after trailing down to
Chichester yacht basin, before launching it. Well at least it will be
nice and light for the racing during the week so I can’t use that as
an excuse for not winning. (Not that the winning is important of
course)
Hopefully all the gear and luggage will fit inside the car and Yvonne
can follow in her car with the kids and Grandkids and all. Anyway, I
know it will all be worth it as Bembridge harbour has provided us all
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with marvellous sailing and social rallies over the last quarter of a
century.
However my advice to anyone thinking of trailer sailing is to get a
bigger car if you can.
Happy sailing to all

John Boyce
SWOA President
SW 490 “Flip the Swych”

EDITOR’S NOTES
Let’s hope that the weather is on the mend for a good sailing
season.
We had a great Gents Cruise this year, thanks for your company.
I look forwards to seeing you all at the Bembridge Rally.
Welcome to the June edition of the SWOA Newsletter.
In this edition you will find:- A Week at the Gym, A Cautionary
Tale of Tyres, AGM & Social Weekend, Vic’s SWOA Message
Board, Helping to Further a Career, Change of Direction
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Please don’t be shy, keep those articles flowing in. The deadlines
are the 14th day of the month before publication i.e.:-

September Issue - deadline is 14th August
December Issue - deadline is 14th November
March Issue
- deadline is 14th February
June Issue
- deadline is 14th May
Please use the following e-mail address xxxxxx to send any stories
you may have,
If you have any useful tips, please send them in! If you have any
comments on the Website Message board or can offer advice on any
topic please send them in.
If you want to see the Newsletter in colour log onto the Seawych
website and download the Newsletter

Happy Sailing!
Ed.
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Letters to the Editor & Articles

A Week at the Gym
As I do not like Winter Sailing and like eating Mince Pies, Christmas
pud and chocolate .
Christmas time is not good for my masculine shape. So this year I
booked a week at the local Gym for an indulgent spot of personal
training.
My appointment was with a trainer called Belinda who identified
herself as a 26 year old aerobics trainer and model for athletic
clothing and swimwear. My wife seemed pleased with my enthusiasm
to get started . The club suggested that I keep a diary of my
progress.
Monday.
Started my day at at 6 a.m. . Tough getting out of bed but it was
worth it when I arrived at the health club to find Belinda waiting
for me . She was something of a Greek Goddess, blonde hair ,
dancing eyes and a dazzling white smile. Woo !! Hoo!! She took my
pulse after 5 minutes on the treadmill . she was alarmed that my
pulse was so fast , but I attributed it to standing next to her in her
aerobics outfit.
I enjoyed watching the skilful way in which she conducted her
aerobics class. Belinda was encouraging as I did my sit ups although
my gut was aching from holding it in the whole time she was around.
This is going to be a fantastic week.
Tuesday.
Belinda made me lay on my back and push a heavy iron bar in the air
then she put weights on it. My legs were a little wobbly on the
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treadmill, but I made the full mile. and Belinda’s smile made it all
worth while. I feel GREAT this is a whole new life for me.
Wednesday.
The only way I can brush my teeth is by laying the toothbrush on
the work top and moving my mouth back and forth over it. I believe
I have a hernia in both pectorals
Driving was O.K. as long as I didn’t try to steer or stop. I parked on
a MD parking lot near the door. Belinda was impatient with me
insisting that my screams bothered the other club members. Her
voice is a little too perky for early in the morning and when she
scolds, she gets this nasally whine that is very annoying. My chest
hurt when I got on the treadmill, so Belinda put me on the stair
monster. Why the hell would anyone invent a machine to simulate an
activity rendered obsolete by elevators. Belinda told me it would
get me into shape and enjoy life.
Thursday.
Belinda was waiting for me with her vampire –like teeth exposed as
her thin cruel lips were pulled back in full snarl. I couldn’t help being
half an hour late . it took me that long to tie my shoes. Belinda took
me to workout with dumbbells. When she was not looking
I ran and hid in the men’s room. She sent Lars to find me , then as
punishment she put me on the rowing machine.
Friday.
I hate that bitch Belinda more than any human being has ever
hated any other human being in the history of the world. Stupid,
skinny, anaemic bimbo, bitch. If there were a part of my body I
could move without unbearable pain I would beat her with it.
Belinda wanted me to work on my triceps. I do not have any triceps !
And if you do not want dents in the floor then don’t hand me the ‘s
x x z ing ‘ barbells or anything that weighs more than a sandwich.
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The treadmill flung me off and I landed on a health and nutrition
teacher .
Why couldn’t it have been someone softer like the drama teacher
or the choir director.
Saturday.
Belinda left a message on my answering machine in her grating
shrilly voice wondering why I did not show up today. Just hearing
her made me want to smash the machine. However I just lacked the
strength to even use the T.V. remote and ended up watching eleven
hours of the weather forecast channel.
Sunday.
I am having the Church van pick me up for service today so that I
can go and thank God that the week is over and I can regain my
sanity
Jim Payne

A Cautionary Tale of Tyres.
By Hugh Curtis.
This year ‘JULSAR’ will be thirty years old, not a great age maybe
but this winter I felt the need to bring her home for a major refit.
This I recently started on with the intention of being back in the
water by early May, I have replaced the Sea Cocks which were
turning a gentle pink which I believe is a bad sign. That’s the good
part.
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The distance from Gillingham Marina to home is less than four
miles, so I pumped up the tyres to approximately sixty psi and then
had a good look at the tyre walls. One tyre in particular was
showing a good degree of cracking. The tyres are also thirty years
old being the original tyres fitted to the trailer when the complete
kit was collected from John Saddler. Now a tyre specialist will tell
you that all tyres that spend most of their life in the open should
be replaced at least every five years but it’s less than four miles
home, so what the heck lets do it. Bad mistake.
I got within four hundred metres of home and just about to turn
off the main A2, when I had to stop at a pedestrian controlled
crossing, I heard a pop and felt a slight lurch. Looking in the door
mirror I could see that the near side tyre was shredded. There
was nothing for it than to apply some power and feed in the clutch
and drag the (just about) mobile road block round the corner out of
the way. I was now in the rear access road that runs to my garden,
but it’s a dirt road so there was no hope of dragging the loaded
trailer down there. Like a good ancient mariner I had tools, jacks
and blocks of wood in the car so I got the wheel off and took it a
few hundred metres back along the A2 to Watling Tyres (you may
recall the A2 is the old Roman road Watling Street and this bit of
it still passes over the original track, and is still single carriageway).
It was about 11.00 am on a Saturday and Watling Tyres are open
until mid-day. They are also one of main tyre suppliers / fitters in
Kent running a large fleet of vans fitting (on-site) large industrial
tyres, tractor tyres, forklift truck tyres and lorry tyres. They also
are very good with car and motor cycle tyres so I was full of
confidence that I would soon have this inconvenience sorted. As I
walked in and leant the sorry mess against his wall the Manager said
“I am very sorry Sir, I can see you have a major problem but that
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looks like a trailer wheel to me and I can’t do anything for you until
Monday morning, that is the earliest I can place an order for a
replacement, it will take twenty-four hours to get here, so the
earliest I can have you rolling again will be late Tuesday, but more
likely it will be Wednesday morning. My confidence evaporated
quicker than RBS Stock.
I took the wheel back to the trailer and refitted it. I knocked on
the door of the nearest house and explained the situation and then
went home for a pint of real Kentish Cure All. I sat down to think
things through, my summation was that if Watling Tyres did not
have a tyre to hand I would be unlikely to locate one myself, but I
opened the Yellow Pages and made a few phone calls explaining that
I was looking for a 6 . 70 x 15 trailer tyre. I got absolutely no
where; so lets boot up the PC and search the internet. All things
are possible on the internet! But I could not locate a tyre of this
size on the internet either.
Next thought was a long established car breakers (at least that’s
what we used to call them, now they have fancy environmental
names). The one I had in mind is only about eight miles away and is
well known for selling on part worn tyres. You’ve guess it, as I
walked in the man in charge of tyres said “ No chance mate that’s a
trailer wheel that is and when we see them they at least as bad a
that. They never wear out they rot out” How true.
So I drove back home thinking that ‘JULSAR’ would just have to sit
it out. I had phoned Alan Cocks but his trailer is not an original as
specified by John Saddler but of another make. Alan’s wheel is
different from mine in so much as his is a four stud fixing and mine
like all the original trailers is a five stud fixing. Nothing involving
boats is easy is it? Then I thought of fellow Seawych owner Mike
Peevers (‘MAGWYCH’) who lives very close indeed, so I phoned him
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and left a message on his answering machine. Late on Saturday
afternoon Mike phoned me back and said he could see ‘JULSAR’
parked across the road and what could he do for me? I told the
tale and asked if he had a trailer and if he did were the wheels five
studded or four? He has a trailer but did not know how many studs
held the wheels on but he agreed to pick me up at nine-thirty
Sunday morning and go down to his club and have a look. The next
morning Mike turned up as promised with a friend in tow, Geoff.
Geoff had the key to the compound where his trailer was locked
away.
Now my luck turned big time, the wheel was the correct size, it had
five studs and it came off without a struggle. The three of us took
the wheel back to my stranded trailer and fitted Mikes wheel in
place of my shredded one, but my new turn of luck did not end
there, Geoff then said, “What do we do now? You don’t want to
leave her here”. I explained that the original mission had been to
get ‘JULSAR’ into my garden. Geoff or Mikes (I can’t remember
which) next question was, “So why are we standing here then?” In
less than thirty minutes we had the trailer lock stock and barrel
safely stowed in my garden. I tried hard to express my thanks to
Mike and Geoff, but at such times the right words are hard to find,
especially as I had never met Geoff before.
The next day, Monday I took my wheel back to Watling Tyres with a
request to obtain and fit a new tyre, which was available for
collection by Wednesday afternoon. Two or three weeks went by
before I was able to get the other wheel off the trailer and take
that in to Watling Tyres to have a new tyre fitted (quick learner!).
I took it in on Monday at about nine-thirty, the Manager said no
problem I’ll give you a ring in a couple of days. By Thursday
afternoon I had heard nothing so I looked in on my way by. The
Manager said he was sorry but he was having trouble. He had gone
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back to the company that had supplied the first tyre but they did
not have any more and could not help further. The Manager at
Watling Tyres had been phoning around and just a few hours earlier
located a tyre at their Margate branch and it was on its way in one
of their vans but had to go to Gravesend first. I received a phone
call about nine on Friday morning to say they had received the tyre,
to give the fitter half an hour to fit it and it would be ready.
The moral of my tale is; examine your tyres, if they look suspect or
have spent many years in the sun then check on the availability on
new ones. Remember I could not find any in the Yellow Pages and I
could not find any (of my size) on the internet, including e-tyres
who said they would call back and never did. If you have good tyres
take the wheels off when not needed and lock them away from the
UV light.
Oh and the Sea Cocks, well I purchased a bright shiny new Blakes
one and a half inch Sea Cock and guess what they have gone metric,
the through hull spigot is approximately 1.27 mm bigger than the
one I removed. Fortunately I was able to get my brother to
machine it down for me.
As I said, with boats nothing is easy, is it?
Blue Skies and warm Seas to you all.
Hugh Curtis
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Pre-Christmas Social Weekend and
AGM
Friday 20 – Sunday 22 November 2009
Shorefield Country Park, Milford on Sea, Hants
We are booked by popular demand in a park offering excellent
facilities!
Situated between Lymington and New Milton, Shorefield offers
luxury Milford timber lodges sleeping 6 (some of which allow dogs
at £21 per pooch) and the spacious Champagne Suite function room
with private bar, a heated indoor pool with spa facilities and a gym,
and a well-stocked supermarket cum off-licence.
The usual weekend format will be followed with a 3-course dinner
and dancing on Saturday evening (dress code smart and sassy!) and
the AGM from 10am-12 noon on Sunday morning. An excellent
carvery lunch is available after the meeting and once again we are
offered a discount price of just £10.00 for two courses.
We will provide you with a list of nearby attractions and there is
always the popular Saturday market in Lymington High Street just a
short drive away plus a variety of independent shops for your
Christmas goodies! Although the Social weekend is one week earlier
than last year, Paulton Park’s Santa’s Wonderland will already be
open.
The accommodation will be £45 per adult (still just £25 for
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juniors), and the AGM dinner remains the same excellent value as
last year at £17.50 a head. Accommodation has been subject to a
£5 per head increase but you can still stay the extra night and
leave on Monday for no extra charge.
Everyone can take advantage of a 30% reduction in the cost of
Reflections spa treatments, provided you book and pay more than 7
days ahead. For this you will need to know your lodge reference and
booking number, so the sooner you confirm you have a group
agreeing to fill a lodge, the sooner we can give you this information.
Visit www.shorefield.co.uk/ReflectionsDaySpa or telephone 01590
648339.
Save the dates in your diary now and give your names to Lofty or
Rae on xxxx or xxxx using the booking form to send your deposit.
If you need a lodge sleeping 8 let us know as soon as possible as one
or two may be available. Final numbers and deposits are needed by
1st September latest and the balance must be paid by 15th October.

Vic’s SWOA Message Board
Just a quick round up of the recent activity on the
message board.
Technical Section
There have been a number of queries from members on a variety of
subjects some new but some old ones cropped up again too.
A question about the diameter of the clevis pins for the shroud
attachment to the fittings on the mast. Has anyone heard any
suggestion that the pins originally fitted are not large enough or
any experience to suggest that they are not?
A question about the way in which the mast head sheaves are
fitted.
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A question about the halyard on the genoa furling spar.
A query about using a shackle to attach the forestay to the stem
head fitting. A link given to a source of toggles to do this.
Questions about securing the end of the anchor chain and about
stowing the chain when weighing anchor. Anybody got any tips that
would help the single hander to stow the chain quickly?
A query about routing the genoa sheets,
And then a discussion about the angle at which the sheet feeds
onto the winches and modifications that have been made to improve
this.
A question about arrangements for the clew outhaul. I am afraid
mine is simply laced on and fixed. Has anybody successfully fitted
an adjustable clew outhaul?
A query about the size of the standing rigging wire. Originally 3mm,
I think. Does anybody have any views about that? Should it be
upgraded if it is being replaced? I do have a heavier forestay.
A question about fitting a new outboard bracket and the suitability
of a longshaft 5hp Honda.
Questions about the gooseneck fitting. I later added some pictures
of mine. I hope this is now sorted out.
Questions about a cracked stemhead fitting and access to the chain
locker.
Some pictures of a new cooker.
Following on from an old topic some more questions about fitting a
Plastimo reefing spar. Later some pictures of Plastimo spar
installations added.
A question about a non functioning roller reefing boom. Anybody had
the mechanism apart and able to help diagnose the problem here?
Other Sections
A request for information about obtaining new seals for the opening
port hole. It would be useful to hear from anyone who has found a
source of material for making new seals.
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A link to a Local Notice to Mariners about a shingle spit building up
in the Chichester harbour entrance.
A link to a Notice to Mariners issued by the Harwich Haven
Authority regarding work off Harwich and the establishment of an
exclusion zone which affects the normal recommended track for
yachts.
A link to another LNTM regarding the repositioning of Fishery and
Stocker buoys in Chichester Harbour.
Most of the technical questions that have been raised have come
from new members. I have been able to answer a good few of them
but not all satisfactorily by any means. PLEASE, please, please could
we have some input from other members? Surely some of you must
know a bit about your boats and be able to help the newcomers!
If you are organising any local sailing or social events please don’t
forget to advertise the details in the appropriate section. The
programme looks bit bare at the moment!
Vic Simmonds
Brave Dragon
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Helping to Further a Career
Emily my granddaughter, now 23, decided to take up photography
and has enrolled on an A level course, a recent project for her is to
portray peoples sanctuaries so she asked me if we could go out into
the Solent in my boat ‘Somaro’, unfortunately the day she wanted to
the tides weren’t favourable as I have a half tide mooring, less at
springs which this particular day was. Knowing how much Nigel
Stabb likes day sailing I asked him if we could use his boat ‘Hazy
Daze’ to which he readily agreed, after all no one at the college
would know it wasn’t mine.
The day for the photo shoot was Sunday 15 March 2009, what a
gorgeous day it turned out to be, we met up where Nigel keeps his
boat in Gosport and left the pontoon at 1100, what a civilised hour
on a Sunday to set off for a day sail.
We motored out of the marina and as soon as we could hoisted the
main and motor sailed out of Portsmouth harbour, as soon as
practical Nigel hoisted his cruising chute and we settled on to a
course towards Seaview on the Isle of Wight, in the meantime Emily
had already taken many shots of the various evolutions going on
around her and of course the unfolding shoreline/seascape.
Having settled onto a steady course Nigel asked us if we would like
some refreshment, I won’t divulge the options given but Emily very
seriously asked me if Nigel was being serious, anyhow we all settled
for tea or coffee and digestives. This was only possible because the
Solent was as flat as a pancake with very light winds, not the usual
Solent chop, a Solent phenomenon which many ‘experts’ have tried
to explain over the decades.
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After a couple of hours sailing and Emily running out of ideas we
returned to Nigel’s berth where Emily discharged herself having
got all the material she thought she could use.

Some SWOA members will remember Emily from her Bembridge
rally days when we used to take her along with us, in fact if I
remember correctly she attended at least eight rallies and some
other overnight ones usually bringing a friend along with her so she
was no newcomer to being on the water in a sail boat. Her brother
Joseph only attended one rally at which he broke his arm, not on
the boat or in the marina I hasten to add, but that was another
story already told.
We thank Nigel for his hospitality and allowing the use of his boat,
I know that Emily thoroughly enjoyed herself, even trying her hand
on the helm for a time.
We wish Emily well, and success on her course as she would like to
make a career in photography.
Les Harrison
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CHANGE OF DIRECTION
I was very interested to read Wendy Fords article, boats v
caravans in the March Newsletter especially the part about the
couple who sold their boat and bought a caravan. Well we are that
couple, but it was not a caravan we bought, it was a motor home, let
me explain. We bought our Seawych, sail No379, in 1977 and
completed her, and I use the term loosely, ready for launching in
the summer of 1978, little things like push pit, pull pit, and guard
wire and a few other minor bits had to wait until the next year.
Over the next nine years we explored the East coast and the
Thames Estuary from our mooring on the Walton back waters and
most years we trailed to the Bembridge Rally, we even sailed Jean
Megan back from Bembridge to Walton one year, but that’s another
story. Eventually we had a yearning to travel further afield and to
do this and live a bit more comfortably we would need a bigger boat,
so we reluctantly sold Jean Megan and bought a rather old Centaur.
We enjoyed sailing in the Centaur but for us she did not quite tick
all the boxes, so after three years we put her up for sale and
started looking for another boat. I had heard good reports of the
Westerly Griffin so we decided to go to Westerly Yachts on the
Hamble to see if we could look at one. Westerly did not have a
Griffin but they did have a five year old Gibsea 84 which had been
taken in part exchange, we decided to have a look, and it was love at
first sight. The Gibsea 84 was every thing we wanted, she had a
comfortable main cabin, double aft and fore cabins, a good size
heads and galley, and a decent size chart table. She also had a
centre board which dropped down from the fixed fin keel and
increased the draught from one metre to two, this would prove very
useful on the shallow East coast and later when we went through
the French Canals, it was a done deal and we became the proud
owners of Absolute. Over the next seven years we sailed Absolute
across the North sea a few times to Holland , Belgium, and France
18
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and explored more of the East and South Coasts and most years we
sailed round to the Bembridge Rally. At about this time I read a
book by Derek Bowskill called The Channel to the Med and we
decided that when we retired that’s what we would do, so in May
1998 we crossed the Channel to Calais, had the mast taken down and
entered the canals. I have written in a previous Newsletter about
our journey through the French water ways to the Mediterranean
and back, so suffice to say it was a fantastic couple of years. Our
return to the U.K. was a bit of an anti-climax, over the past thirty
odd years most of our weekends and holidays had been spent sailing,
we had thoroughly enjoyed those years and would not have it any
other way but we felt it was time to do something different, so we
made the heart wrenching decision to sell Absolute and buy a motor
home. Having a motor home has opened up a whole new world we are
completely self sufficient with a comfortable bed, heating, hot and
cold water, cooker and toilet all in a compact size that can be
parked easily and can negotiate narrow mountain roads and we are
no longer subjected to adverse tides and the vagaries of mother
nature. Over the past few years we have toured the Shetland Isles,
Norway, France, Switzerland, Southern Spain, Italy, Corsica, and
the U.K. this year we are planning a six week trip to Northern Spain
and the Pyrenees. We try to avoid staying on the big commercial
sites, preferring instead the small farm and pub sites, it’s a bit like
finding a quiet anchorage as opposed to a busy marina. So there you
have it, a brief history of our travels on and off the water. Do we
miss the boat? yes, sometimes, but we sail occasionally with friends
on the East Coast and we have charted a couple of times for two
weeks idyllic sailing in the Greek Islands. So which do we prefer?
Well its a close call but on balance it has to be the motor home, we
find it gives us the freedom to visit far more places and we can
come and go as we please. I suppose the ideal compromise would be
a amphibious motor home, now there’s a thought.
Mike and Jean Powles.
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P.S. Good luck with the caravan Wendy.

Membership News
Could members please advise me when paying their annual
subscription who the first named member is in the LoM if the cheque is
under a different name.
Membership currently stands at 160; of us, 117 are SeaWych owners.
We extend a warm welcome to the following new members:
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New e-mail address
Correction to LoM
Les Harrison
Membership Secretary

Solent Area Report
Hi Solunteers

Well I hope everybody has had a good start to the year and
attended all the events they hoped to, I haven’t so far I’m afraid,
still for everybody like me, now is the time to catch up.
As I write this the sun is peering between the clouds and the wind
seems to be dropping from the recent gale force winds.Now for the
fine sunny days with perfect breezes, so here we go, Happy sailing!!
The following dates are for the calendar up to September when
more the more indoor events take place.

13th-14th June- Sat HT 3:53pm .East Head Barby,
Rig me on xxx for details.

27th /28th –Sat HT 4:33pmJune Marchwood Sailing Club
Rig me on xxx for the times and details

25th /26th July HT 2:37pm- Royal Victoria Yacht ClubWootton Creek
Rig me on xxx for the times and details
8th August Chichester Yacht Club.-Mooring in Birdham Pool
Marina-TBA Ring Me on xxx for details
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5th September-Ryde Marina
Ring Me on xxx for details
19th September Hardway Sailing Club- Ring Me for details.

General NoteIf new members would like to go to a Rally or event and are unsure
about going on their own it may be possible to meet up and
accompany other members.
Please give me a ring for info xxx.
As you can now see that’s all the sailing events I anticipated
arranging this year
The rest of the social calendar for the winter will feature in the
next publication
The High Tides stated are from the Portsmouth Tide Table- Please
check before setting out.
Peter Bates
SolentArea Representati
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THE SEA WYCH SHOP
Something for everyone! The Sea Wych shop is run by Nicky Horn (&
daughter Kt!), a volunteer. If you wish to order anything please either post
a cheque for the appropriate amount or email your order and then send a
cheque. No items can be sent until payment is received. Locker tops and
keel shoes are made to order and will be send to the address you request.
This will probably take at least 2/3 weeks depending on how busy the
manufacturers are as they do not work exclusively for us. They are a small
firm who are always busy!

Description

Colour

Price

Owner’s manual (including
Modification Manual)
Original Build Instructions
SW Locker Tops - Made to
order

£6.50
£2.00
White or
Grey

SW Keel Shoes - made to order
SW Roller Reefing Bushes (For
safety - two pairs needed!)

£129.00
£55 per pair
£5 per pair

SWOA Toggled Flag
SWOA Ties
Hooded Sweatshirts - Various
sizes
Quartered Rugby Shirts - Phone
for colours/sizes

T-shirts - Phone for sizes

£15.00
Navy with
red Wych

£8.25
£18.25
£24.95

Red,
White
Navy

HALF PRICE £9.00
£4.50

Navy

£8.25

SWOA Baseball Caps
SWOA Bump Caps (protect
your head!)

Navy

ADD YOUR CREW OR BOAT
NAME TO CLOTHING FOR AN
ADDITIONAL £1.50
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Many other garments can be ordered, please call or email me with
your requirements
Please don’t hesitate to contact me on xxx or email me at xxx

ADVERTISEMENTS
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FOR SALE
EXAMPLES
Seawych 19 ft. bilge keel sailing cruiser.
Roller reefing genoa & main
Fitted cushions to 4 berths
Chemical toilet
2 burner ss gas cooker (not installed)
Echopilot log & depth sounder
Navigation lights
Anchor chain & warp
Mooring warps
Fenders
Honda BF5LEB 5hp 4 stroke outboard FSH only 4 years old
Road trailer
And much more
£3495

also
Bic Sportyak dinghy £150
For more details phone xxxxxx
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Jinny Wych
Sea Wych 1977
Offered at £2,500 ono
Evinrude 6hp 2 stroke twin
All sails including spinnaker
Rigging replaced 2003
New fibreglass locker tops installed 2006
VHF, compass, marine head, gas cooker (requires modification) all
cushions, ropes, fenders and anchor, just antifouled and ready to sail
away. PRICE TO INCLUDE YEAR’S MOORING IN CHICHESTER
HARBOUR

Apply xxx

SeaWych kit for sale
SeaWych mouldings with all parts to complete and trailer.
Offers to:
xxxx
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Sailing Videos
DVDs Now available from Chris & Dee Ellis
The illustrated DVDs and a selection of older vhs videos
(see details overleaf) are available from Chris & Dee Ellis
(contact details below)
Just for the price of postage!
Also portable gas detectors can be
borrowed to check your gas
system.
Phone Rick Bowen

The loan of DVDs and videos is
essentially free of charge but subject
to the following conditions:i)
The listed DVDs and Videos
are the property of the
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SWOA and are for the express use of current members: Custody of

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

borrowed items is not transferred to other members without prior
notification to Chris/Dee.
Availability: If a requested title is already on loan you will be added to a
waiting list and meanwhile, offered the option of an alternative, available
title.
A maximum of 2 titles will be loaned to any one member at a given time:
loaned items should be returned as soon as possible but must under all
circumstances be returned within 2 months of receipt.
Borrowers should notify Chris/Dee immediately they are in receipt of the
requested item(s) and when returning items should enclose stamps to the
value of the outward postage.
Borrowers are responsible for ensuring that loaned items are returned in
no worse condition than received and suitably packaged to avoid the
possibility of transit damage.

vi)
Videos
Yachtmaster Part 1
Basic seamanship.
Yachtmaster Part 2
Continuing from Part 1 and including cross channel planning and execution.
Yachtmaster Part 3
Continuing the series, but including a passage to the Azores.
Understanding Navigation Part 1
Covering chat reading, direction finding, leeway and dead reckoning, distance
measuring, tidal stream calculations, shaping a course, estimated posoition finding,
position fixing and pilotage.
Interpreting Weather at Sea
this contains 3D computer graphics, weather satellite images, a
comprehensive course for the beginner, a refresher for the
experienced and, it is claimed, demystifies the science with clear
Guide to understanding marine navigation
For all of these, contact:

xxx
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COMMITTEE 2008-2009
PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

MEMBERSHIP

TREASURER

SALES &
MARKETING
SEAWYCHCRAFT

EDITOR

SOCIAL
SECRETARY

PUBLICITY

BEMBRIDGE
2009
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Rally Officer

Sailing Officer

AREA REPRESENTATIVES
EAST COAST

NORFOLK
BROADS
LAKE DISTICT
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SCOTLAND

NORTHERN UK
POOLE/
WEYMOUTH
AREA
SOLENT
SOUTHWEST

THAMES &
SE COAST
COORDINATORS:
- NETHERLANDS
- SOUTH OF
FRANCE
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SOAB
Seawych Owners Advice Bureau
Need some help, technical questions, general advice?
Les, Vic & Tony will be happy to try and help, just give them a ring
and have a chat.
OWNERS MANUAL
Copies available from the shop

TECHNICAL ADVISORS

Les Harrison
Tony Bromley
Vic Simmonds

Seawych Web Master
Nigel Stabb
Web Editor
Vic Simmonds

Seawych Web Site
http:// www.seawych.org
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